Host Brett says:
<<<<Resume Mission "Picture Show - Part 2">>>>

CSO_Syrna says:
::Looks at Karen, is very concerned:: Karen: Ms. Douglass... falling up is... quite illogical. There must be some explanation.

XO_Tarrez says:
::at the Academy with K'Beth and Khar, still wondering what was meant by the "Oh you're the one" comment::

CNS_Enki says:
::Watches along to the CSO's conversation, trying to catch up::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::stands grinning at Sy as she watches her father greet her XO::

OPS_D`von says:
@::wandering around the Del wondering where everyone went, he disappears for a few hours to do paper work and the entire Senior Staff disappears::

Host Brett says:
Action: Hutch Tanner collapses onto his bed and the bio-monitor shows his heart has stopped.  Just then, two nurses and a doctor rush in, having heard the alarms, and begin working on him.  Karen stares at the ceiling.

CMO_Hunter says:
::walks down the hallway near the Flight school and sees Sy and the CO, standing near a very tall imposing one legged Klingon::

CNS_Enki says:
::Stays out of the way... knows she's nowhere near able to help::

CTO_On says:
::he is at the Academy on Earth and he is aware of the assignment and he has to report to the USS Delphyne::

CMO_Hunter says:
CO/XO/BIG Klingon:: Hello, hello ::smiles and sidles up to the XO::

FCO_Curgan says:
::Is in his room in the Academy packing the last of his things into a small rucksack::

XO_Tarrez says:
::smiles at the doctor's approach but turns back around to Khar::

Host Brett says:
Action: The doctor applies the cortical stimulator.

CTO_On says:
::he is at his academy console saying goodbye to his family::

OPS_D`von says:
@::finally runs into a crewman who tells him that most of the senior officers beamed down to Earth sometime ago::

CSO_Syrna says:
::gets out of the way for the technicians and nurses, feels bad but remains with an impassive expression::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::raises an eyebrow at the CMO:: CMO: Hello Dr.  You remember Captain T'Kar....I believe you had him when you attended here.

Host Brett says:
Action: As the instrument operates, with every jolt, the lights in the area dim, turn off then on again.

CNS_Enki says:
::Looks at the lights as they flicker::

CMO_Hunter says:
::Stands at Ram-rod Attention:: T’Kar:: Good to see you again sir!

CTO_On says:
::now that he finished he pick the bag already done and he walks out looking for his new Captain in order to report::

CNS_Enki says:
CSO: Lieutenant.. did you.. did you hear that?

CSO_Syrna says:
::fights the impulse to cover her ears as she hears a high-pitched ratcheting noise... then she recognizes the sound as a old-style movie projector, hears Enki:: CNS: Yes.

CSO_Syrna says:
::looks around for what could be the source::

CNS_Enki says:
CSO: What is that?  It sounds.. so familiar...

OPS_D`von says:
@*CSO* Syrna, I was wondering where everyone went?

CSO_Syrna says:
CNS: It sounds like a movie projector... an old style the kind that showed actual... film.

CNS_Enki says:
::Recognition lights up on her face:: CSO: Yes!

CSO_Syrna says:
*OPS*: D'von I am at the hospital... in Karen Douglass' room.

OPS_D`von says:
@::thinks for a moment:: *CSO* Karen Douglass, isn't she connected to the that weird theater

Host Khar says:
CMO: At ease, boy, before you hurt yourself. ::leans in and peers at Owyn with his one good eye:: I know you...you were that cadet that ended upside down in orbit around Jupiter Station.

Host Brett says:
Action: On the wall viewer, an image winks to life. The image is of everyone in the room, shown from the point of view of a camera mounted inside the view screen. The camera sees everything: the doctors saving Hutch, the flashing lights, Karen staring at them.

XO_Tarrez says:
::bites back a chuckle::

FCO_Curgan says:
::Picking up his bag, Trayer heads out into the hallway, nearly bumping into another recent graduate::

CSO_Syrna says:
::wishes he had not said that:: *OPS*: Yes. ::gasps in surprise at the image on the viewer::

FCO_Curgan says:
CTO: Um.. sorry about that.

OPS_D`von says:
@*CSO* Do you mind if I join you on the surface

CSO_Syrna says:
CNS: Look at that. ::points, her voice once again calm::

FCO_Curgan says:
::scratches the back of his head:: CTO: I'm a little jumpy right now.  I should watch out where I'm going.

CMO_Hunter says:
T’Kar:: ::stands at ease:: Yes sir ::grins:: but if you remember I then went on to graduate number 2 in my class ::grins:: Thanks to your ....gentle....encouragement

CSO_Syrna says:
*OPS*: Please do. I would appreciate your assistance.

CTO_On says:
FCO: Don't worry, it's ok. I am assigned to the USS Delphyne and I am looking for the CO in order to report

CNS_Enki says:
CSO: What is that? ::Narrows her eyes::

FCO_Curgan says:
::blinks::

Host Brett says:
Action: As you watch, a blurry figure forms and stands next to Karen , its indistinct hands stroking her face. Then the screen explodes in a shower of sparks

OPS_D`von says:
@*CSO* I will beam down shortly

FCO_Curgan says:
CTO: You're going to the Delphyne too?

CSO_Syrna says:
CNS: It is us... on the monitor.

FCO_Curgan says:
CTO: That's very strange.  I just received my assignment there as the new FCO.

CNS_Enki says:
::Covers her eyes.. what's going on...::

Host Khar says:
::claps the CMO on the shoulder causing him to stagger sideways a few feet:: CMO: That you did.  So you serve with my daughter?

CTO_On says:
FCO: Don't tell me that you, too. What a coincidence. I am Charles On and you are? 

Host Brett says:
Action: The doctor and nurses jump as the screen explodes but return to their work.

CSO_Syrna says:
::thinks: This makes no logical sense!::

CMO_Hunter says:
T'Kar:: Yes sir I do ::smiles::

OPS_D`von says:
@::heads to the transporter room and sets it to beam down at the CSO's location, then steps on to the pad::

CTO_On says:
FCO: I am also the new CTO

CSO_Syrna says:
::jumps at the explosion::

FCO_Curgan says:
CTO: I'm Trayer, Trayer Curgan. ::he smiles slightly at the situation::

CNS_Enki says:
::Whispers:: CSO: See that?  It's like it didn't even bother them... maybe they see this a lot?

Host Khar  says:
::looks from the CMO to the XO and then back.  Gives the XO a little wink with his good eye::

CTO_On says:
::shakes the hand of FCO Curgan:: FCO: Hope that we have great times together at the ship. So where we go now

Host Brett says:
<Computer>OPS: That is a restricted area.  Transport is not possible.  You must transport to the receiving area of the Hospital.

CSO_Syrna says:
CNS: I think they just saw the explosion and are focused on the patient they are trying to save, let us depart to the hallway.

XO_Tarrez says:
::notices the little wink and grins::

FCO_Curgan says:
CTO: I suppose we should find the Captain...

CMO_Hunter says:
T’Kar:: I'm her Chief Medical Officer...I gave up Flying.

Host Brett says:
Action: The doctor and nurses finally stop and the doctor announces the time of death.

CTO_On says:
FCO: Should we ask the computer for the location of the Captain?

CNS_Enki says:
::Observes a moment of silence for the deceased::

OPS_D`von says:
@::steps off of the pad, and wants to hit the panel, he resets the setting to the nearest receiving location and then steps back on the pad::

Host Brett says:
<Karen> All: (Softly) I didn't fall down, I fell up.

Host Khar says:
CMO: Good thing too...those Excelsior ships aren't made to fly upside down in orbit.

FCO_Curgan says:
::nods::

CSO_Syrna says:
::also remains silent until she hears Karen:: Karen: How... is that possible? ::softly::

CMO_Hunter says:
Khar:: ::chuckles::  Very true Sir.

Host Brett says:
Action: OPS is transported to the transporter station in the main lobby of the hospital.

FCO_Curgan says:
Computer:  What is the location of Captain T'Kar?

XO_Tarrez says:
::hears a beep from her pocket and pulls out her PADD::

CTO_On says:
::hears carefully what the computer is about to inform::

Host Brett says:
<Doctor> Nurses: Alright, time of death is 14:32.  Good effort, guess his heart was just too badly damaged.  Let's go do the paperwork, and call Robert to fix the monitor.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
Khar: So how's this class shaping up?

CNS_Enki says:
::Self: 2:32 pm.. with all that's going on, that might be a coincidence with something::

Host Brett says:
<Computer> FCO: Captain T'Kar is currently at Starfleet Academy, flight simulator 2.

FCO_Curgan says:
CTO: There we go.

XO_Tarrez says:
::smiles:: CO: We have got an update on some new crew transferring on to the Del. ::Hands the PADD to her to see::

Host Brett says:
Action: Karen does not answer.

CTO_On says:
FCO: I follow you, you must now the location ::starts walking beside Mr. Curgan::

FCO_Curgan says:
CTO: Hey, That's Khar's usual classroom isn't it?

Host Brett says:
<Doctor> CSO / CNS: I'm afraid you'll have to leave now.  ::Looks sad::

CNS_Enki says:
::Looks at the CSO and then towards the door::

Host Khar says:
::grumbles under his breath::  CO: They are getting younger and younger every year...mere babes.

OPS_D`von says:
::sees a person setting at a desk, he walks up to her:: Clerk: Could you tell me how to get to Karen Douglass' room

FCO_Curgan says:
::begins to walk off towards the flight control wing::

XO_Tarrez says:
::smiles at Owyn::

Host Brett says:
<Clerk> OPS: It is room 1212.  Up that corridor, take the lift to the twelfth floor.

CSO_Syrna says:
::looks apologetic for a Vulcan:: Doctor: I understand. ::exits the room, walks to the door::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::takes the PADD and looks at it while answering her father:: Khar: Actually, father...you are just getting older...::reads the PADD::

CNS_Enki says:
::Exits the room after the CSO::

OPS_D`von says:
::nods to the clerk and then heads down the hall::

OPS_D`von says:
::enters the left and sets it to the 12th floor, the doors up and he walks out, seeing the CSO and CNS ahead::

FCO_Curgan says:
::after a few moments of the twisting and turning corridors the two graduates stumble upon the group of senior officers from the Delphyne::

CSO_Syrna says:
::stands outside for with the CNS:: CNS: I wish I knew more... I have no explanation for what happened.

CNS_Enki says:
CSO: Nor I... I barely believe my eyes.

FCO_Curgan says:
CTO: There they are, just ahead.

Host Brett says:
<Doctor> ::Leaves the room and closes the door behind him, then goes to the nurse's station and begins filling out the paperwork.::

CTO_On says:
FCO: Yeah, It seems that we find them

FCO_Curgan says:
::Trayer approaches the group and comes to attention::

OPS_D`von says:
:: notices something is bothering the two officers:: CNS/CSO: I am assuming you didn't find out any good news?

XO_Tarrez says:
::notices the two young officers approach::

CSO_Syrna says:
::actually looks very concerned for a Vulcan:: CNS: Do you think... perhaps... I should perform a mind meld on Karen? Maybe she will have the answers we seek. ::looks at D'von still with the worried expression::

FCO_Curgan says:
CO/XO: Ensigns On and Curgan reporting.

CSO_Syrna says:
::feels bad for suggesting it::

OPS_D`von says:
::hears mind meld, and sees her face:: CSO: What is going on?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
XO: Finally an FCO and a new CTO...good. ::looks at the two young ensigns suddenly standing in front of her:: FCO/CTO: At ease Ensigns.

CMO_Hunter says:
::looks at the 2 Ensigns::

CSO_Syrna says:
OPS: Hutch Tanner just died and... a very strange happening occurred in the room ::points::

OPS_D`von says:
CSO: Strange what do you mean

CNS_Enki says:
CSO: It would be your mind... I can make only a suggestion that her mind may not be very stable.

FCO_Curgan says:
::nods:: CO: Thank you Ma'am. 

CTO_On says:
::nods also:: CO: Thank you ma'am

CSO_Syrna says:
OPS: Events without logical explanation. CNS: Indeed it would. It may be hazardous to Karen as well.... perhaps it is best I do not unless we can do nothing else to gain our answers. I just hope she will not suffer the same fate.

CMO_Hunter says:
CTO/FCO: ::nods:: Gentlemen

Host Khar says:
::looks at the two of them and points one massive hand at the FCO:: FCO: Ahhh....Curgan.  Congratulations on your graduation.

FCO_Curgan says:
Khar: Thank you.  ::beams at his former instructor::

Host Brett says:
<Academy Computer> CMO: Doctor Hunter, you have a transmission.  You may accept it at any comunications kiosk.

XO_Tarrez says:
CTO/FCO: ::extends a hand:: Welcome to the Del crew.  I am your XO Cmdr Sykora Tarrez.  If there is anything that I can do for you please let me know.

CSO_Syrna says:
OPS: The counselor and I saw ourselves on the monitor in the patient's room as if there were a camera in the room and we heard a sound like a camera projection as Hutch Tanner neared his death. The monitor exploded at the time of his passing.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
FCO: I see you've met my father.

CNS_Enki says:
::Nods in agreement to the CSO's words:: OPS: All very odd.

XO_Tarrez says:
::hears that Owyn has a transmission but doesn't give it much thought::

CTO_On says:
::shakes the hand off the XO::

CNS_Enki says:
CSO: Makes me wish I had a tricorder at that moment

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO/FCO: Welcome aboard both of you.

CMO_Hunter says:
FCO/CTO: ::Extends his hand in turn:: I’m Doctor Hunter, the CMO

CSO_Syrna says:
::nods:: CNS: Indeed.

CMO_Hunter says:
::Hears the beep again and goes to check the message.

FCO_Curgan says:
::shakes the XO's hand:: XO: Thank you.  I may just take you up on that offer sometime.

OPS_D`von says:
CSO/CNS: Very strange,

CMO_Hunter says:
All:: Excuse me for a moment

XO_Tarrez says:
::nods to Owyn::

CTO_On says:
::shakes the hand of the CMO::CMO: Thank you, doc

FCO_Curgan says:
::waits at the CMO's request::

CSO_Syrna says:
CNS/OPS: Our window of opportunity is limited... do you think I should  attempt the meld?

CNS_Enki says:
::Thought Vulcans only did that with a full cooperation... what kind of Vulcan is this?::

CMO_Hunter says:
::Goes to the Comm Kiosk::

CMO_Hunter says:
::checks the message::

CSO_Syrna says:
::decides she'll go in anyway and at least try to ask for permission::

Host Brett says:
INFO: The communications screen changes from the SFA logo to show the face of Helen Myrin.

CSO_Syrna says:
::reenters the room and watches for any sign from Karen::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO/FCO: As I'm sure you have heard, the Delphyne is here for some repairs. ::glances sideways at Khar and indicates to him she'll tell him later:: So basically the crew is on shoreleave.  We'll get you settled in your quarters though and you can become familiar with the ship.

CMO_Hunter says:
COM: Helen:: ::smiles:: Hi Helen! what can I do for you?

FCO_Curgan says:
::nods:: CO: Aye, Ma'am.

CSO_Syrna says:
Karen: Can you tell me what happened? How did you fall up?

Host Helen says:
COM:CMO: Owyn!  Oh I am glad I found you.  I called your ship and they told me you were at the Academy.  So, did you get my invitation?

CTO_On says:
CO: Okay, Captain

XO_Tarrez says:
::hopes to get some more engineers while at the station::

CMO_Hunter says:
COM: Helen:: To the show?

CSO_Syrna says:
::sees no response from Karen, tries to listen to her thoughts::

Host Helen says:
Action: The doctor who pronounced Hutch meets with two orderlies pushing a gurney.  They converse and then begin to return to the room.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
FCO/CTO: Any questions?

FCO_Curgan says:
::ponders for a moment::

Host Helen says:
COM:CMO: Yes.  You and any friends you want to bring.  Also, if you like, you can come by early and I'll give you the tour.  ::Smiles, but looks strained::

FCO_Curgan says:
CO: Not that I can think of at this time.

CTO_On says:
CO: Not for me at the moment, ma'am

CMO_Hunter says:
COM: Helen:: Sure, the entire senior staff will be coming

OPS_D`von says:
::stands next to Syrna, and waits to see if Karen will respond::

XO_Tarrez says:
::takes her PADD back from K'Beth before she leaves it laying somewhere::

OPS_D`von says:
CSO/CNS: Do either of you have a tricorder, I was wanting to see if I could detect a camera in this room

CSO_Syrna says:
::hears the same thing over and over again, like she is in a catatonic state, goes to exit the room:: OPS: I do not.

CMO_Hunter says:
COM: Helen:: Everything ok Helen?

CNS_Enki says:
OPS: No, I don't

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::absentmindedly hands the PADD back to the XO when she reaches for it.  Turns to her father:: Khar: How did this one do in your class? ::points to the FCO::

Host Helen says:
Action: The hospital room door opens and the doctor, orderlies and gurney rolls in.

OPS_D`von says:
::turns to see the doctor::

XO_Tarrez says:
::takes a moment to study the men's files::

CSO_Syrna says:
::feels embarrassment and dread, but looks impassive::

Host Helen says:
COM:CMO: Well, no.  ::Stops smiling::  Owyn, there are some things happening here.  Strange things.  I mean, it is probably nothing but, if you could come...the police haven't found anything but...

Host Khar says:
::grinning as he looks at the FCO:: CO: Well as long as there isn't anything in his way...such as asteroids...space stations...small planets, you should be fine.  ::winks at the FCO::

Host Helen says:
<Doctor> CSO / OPS / CNS: What the?  What are you doing in here?  I told you to leave!  This is no time for a visit.  Now please, leave!

CSO_Syrna says:
Doctor: I thought I had misplaced something here... but I was mistaken.

CMO_Hunter says:
COM: Helen:: Sure...I’ll bring some friends with me ::smiles:: What’s been happening? I've read some things...but can you elaborate?

FCO_Curgan says:
::grunts trying to stifle a growl::

XO_Tarrez says:
::smiles at the Klingon as she reads the truth from the files... both are top notch::

OPS_D`von says:
::looks at the Doctor, and then to the other officers:: Doctor: I had just come up to get my friends, we are on our way out now

FCO_Curgan says:
::finds something interesting to look at on the floor a meter away from his feet::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::chuckles and looks at the CTO:: CTO: Ensign, I noticed that you graduated with top honors.

CNS_Enki says:
::Ducks out quickly::

CSO_Syrna says:
::leaves quickly also and keeps walking out of the hospital::

Host Helen says:
COM: CMO: ::Looks around, almost embarrassed::  Well, I'd rather not say over the comm.  It is kind of silly actually.  There have been accidents, sounds, that kind of thing.

CTO_On says:
CO: Yes, ma'am; you are correct. I study very hard to get those honors

CMO_Hunter says:
COM: Helen:: Sure, Give me a few, I’ll gather some friends and be right over.

XO_Tarrez says:
::looks around to see if Owyn is coming back yet::

Host Helen says:
<Doctor> ::Directs the orderlies to Tanner's bed and watches to make sure the three interlopers leave.::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Good...when we get back onto the Del I'd like for you to oversee that all senior officers re-qualify in their weapons training.

CSO_Syrna says:
::engages her long-stride gait as she walks, swiftly and does not look behind::

OPS_D`von says:
::leaves with the others, as soon as they are out of range:: CSO/CNS: Is it just me or did he sound a little :;looks for the right word:: well like he was rushing us out for reasons other then the normal we are they way stuff

CNS_Enki says:
::Wonders what would happen if she stuck her tongue out at the doctor staring at them.. follows the other officers::

XO_Tarrez says:
::keeps a frown off her face at the CO's mention of weapons training::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
FCO: I'd like for you to re-qualify all the senior officers in small craft piloting.

CSO_Syrna says:
::doesn't say another word until she is outside, feels dreadful::

CTO_On says:
CO: No problem, ma'am. That will be my first task when the Del is ready

CSO_Syrna says:
::exits the hospital and turns around to see if Enki and D'von were behind her::

Host Helen says:
COM:CMO: Thank you Owyn.  I'll be here. ::Smiles again and ends the transmission::

CMO_Hunter says:
::turns around and heads back to the others::

OPS_D`von says:
::almost bumps into Syrna as she turns around::

OPS_D`von says:
CSO: Are you okay?

XO_Tarrez says:
::doesn't see Owyn and so turns back to the group::

CMO_Hunter says:
::comes back to the others::

CSO_Syrna says:
::calms herself:: OPS: Yes. I am... fine. I just needed to be away from there. I.... ::hates to admit it:: just lied back there.

XO_Tarrez says:
::jumps a bit as Owyn sudden appears beside her:: CMO: Oh there you are... everything ok?

CMO_Hunter says:
CO/XO/T’Kar/FCO/CTO: Would you all care to help out a friend of mine?

OPS_D`von says:
CSO: Okay so you lied, that isn't something to get all worked over about. ::He knows of the Vulcans beliefs but he still thinks she is over reacting::

CTO_On says:
CMO: Who are we looking for?

FCO_Curgan says:
CMO: I suppose not.  What can I do to help.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CMO: What happened?

XO_Tarrez says:
CMO: Any friend of yours is a friend of mine. ::smiles::

CMO_Hunter says:
All:: You all know the Paradise theatre incidents right?

XO_Tarrez says:
::nods::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CMO: Yes.

CSO_Syrna says:
OPS: But... C'thia... ::sighs softly:: Ah well... the damage has been done. I must live with the consequences.

FCO_Curgan says:
CMO: Not really.

CNS_Enki says:
::Frowns for the CSO.. wonders if she'll be seeing her soon in her office::

CTO_On says:
CMO: I don't know, too

OPS_D`von says:
CSO/CNS: So where are we going now, I am assuming you want to research into these some more

CMO_Hunter says:
All: Helen Myrin is an old family friend...she’s the one in charge of the restoration....she wants some help finding out what’s behind the accidents.

CSO_Syrna says:
OPS/CNS: I am not too certain. I am curious... but... concerned.

CNS_Enki says:
CSO: I must admit that I am torn... while the scientist in my wants to understand what just happened.. I also feel that it may not be our place to poke around.

OPS_D`von says:
CNS: Well we wont really be poking around, more like just trying to help out a little.  What harm could it do

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CMO: Earth security haven't investigated?  Or does your friend want to keep it quiet and out of official channels?

CSO_Syrna says:
::Nods, doesn't mention how she is concerned that her logic is going to get torn asunder::

CNS_Enki says:
OPS: Or we could just get in the way.. or be three steps behind who's really doing the investigation

FCO_Curgan says:
CMO: Ohh you mean the haunted theater?

CSO_Syrna says:
::looks at D'von significantly::

CMO_Hunter says:
All:: That’s the one. I don’t know, she just told me she wants some help. ::shrugs:: Helen has been a friend of the family for years.

OPS_D`von says:
CNS: Yeah, yeah, but you know you want to find out what is going on, and unless we do a little research of our own we may never know ::doesn’t mention that he thinks the security on Earth couldn’t catch a three year old stealing bubble gum::

XO_Tarrez says:
::wonders with her scientific thinking how anyone could believe in ghost and such nonsense::

CSO_Syrna says:
::wants to tell him how she feels, but is even afraid to do that, what if he rejects her, telling her she is just being silly?::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::looks at him and then at the XO and then grins and shrugs:: CMO: Well then by all means...let's lend her a hand.  You know how this crew can't turn down a good mystery.

XO_Tarrez says:
::grins and nods her approval::

CSO_Syrna says:
::calms herself, repeating a Vulcan mantra all about logic::

CMO_Hunter says:
CO: ::chuckles:: Yeah, Do we want to get the CNS and CSO or shall we just go?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::turns to her father:: Khar: Meet later for dinner?

FCO_Curgan says:
::looks to the CTO and shrugs::  CTO: Might as well get embroiled as quickly as we can.

XO_Tarrez says:
CO/CMO: Let's not forget our wonderful OPS.

CSO_Syrna says:
OPS/CNS: I believe we are planning on going to the opening at the theatre... perhaps we will learn more there.

CMO_Hunter says:
XO: How could we ::grins::

CTO_On says:
FCO: The quicker the better

XO_Tarrez says:
FCO/CTO: We can beam your things to your quarters on the ship if you would like.

Host Khar says:
::gives her a big engulfing hug:: CO: Of course....go help your doctor's friend. ::walks off ::

FCO_Curgan says:
::nods:: XO: That would be appreciated, Ma'am.

CTO_On says:
XO: Oh, yes! I have this bag only

CMO_Hunter says:
Khar: You are welcome to come along if you want sir

XO_Tarrez says:
::Watches Khar move off still  not knowing what he meant by "Oh your the one"::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CMO/XO: Contact the others and tell them to meet us at the theater.  Once again...the game is afoot.  ::grins::

CNS_Enki says:
CSO: Perhaps... ::wonders how to tell a higher ranked officer that maybe we shouldn't be sticking our nose in this::

CMO_Hunter says:
CO: heh Our revels now are ended?

OPS_D`von says:
CSO: That is true, but I would like to know more before I actually went to the theater

CSO_Syrna says:
::catches something of her surface thought, but says nothing::

Host Brett says:
<<<<Pause Mission>>>>

